
Landscape Rakes

Features and Benefits

Designs, specifications, features and information are subject to change without notice.
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LR25 Series

Features Benefits
Working widths  84”, 96”

HP Range 25-50 HP

Fits Land Pride Quick-Hitch Allows for quick and easy one person hook-up.

Angle 7 forward positions and 5
reverse positions

Vary amount of material to move.

Optional hydraulic angle
cylinder

Change the rake angle on the go from the tractor seat.

16 ” Rake height Allows for moving a great deal of material.

Rake teeth support channel Design with channel support. This design supports the rake teeth better than competitor
models. Prevents teeth entanglement and keeps attachment hardware from working loose.

5/16’ x 1" High carbon
spring steel teeth

Sized to eliminates premature bending and tooth breakage. Constructed of materials that
have “memory” to spring back to shape.

Individually replaceable teeth Makes replacement easy and quick.

Retractable Parking Stand Keeps the frame off the ground and makes hook-up easier.

Single or dual gauge wheels
(optional)

Depth control.

Flip-down grader blade and end
plates (optional)

Allows rake to be used for leveling by being able to scrape and drag material.

Blade adaptable Adds versatility. Replace Rake elements with moldboard.

Warranty One year parts & labor.

LR35 Series

Features Benefits
Working widths 84”, 96”

Tractor HP Range 30-65 HP

Cat. l & ll Fits a wider variety of tractors.

Fits Land Pride Quick-Hitch Allows for quick and easy one person hook-up.

Frame offsets 45 degrees
manually or hydraulically

Easily cover one tractor tire track. Optional hydraulic provided control from the tractor seat.

Angle 9 forward positions and 5
reverse positions

Vary the amount of material being moved.

16 1/2” Rake height Can move a great deal of material.

Rake teeth support channel Design with channel support. This design supports the rake teeth better than competitor
models. Prevents teeth entanglement and keeps attachment hardware from working loose.

5/16’ x 1" High carbon
spring steel teeth

Sized to eliminates premature bending and tooth breakage. Constructed of materials that
have “memory” to spring back to shape.

Individually replaceable teeth Quick and easy replacement.

Retractable Parking Stand Keeps the frame off the ground and makes hook-up easier.

Rear Blade adaptable Get more out of a rake investment.

Single or dual gauge wheels
(optional)

Provide better depth control.

Flip-down grader blade and
side plates (optional)

Enables the rake to perform light blading duties and can be flipped up when not in use.

Warranty One year parts & labor.
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